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[1] This is an application to adopt Zed Kyler, who was born in [name of country 

deleted] on [date deleted] 2008, which of course means he has just turned eight years 

old. 

[2] Initially this was a sole application by his father, Leith Kyler but on 

4 September 2015 his husband, Quinn Hubert was added as an applicant.  They were 

married on [date deleted] 2014. 

[3] Of note, this is the second adoption for Zed who was first adopted at birth by 

Mr Kyler and his then partner, James Lawson.  That relationship has obviously come 

to an end.  Mr Lawson has signed the necessary consent to this current adoption 

application. 

[4] Mr Jefferson QC was appointed Counsel to Assist to consider whether birth 

mothers’ consent was required for his present application.  He filed a very helpful 

memorandum dated 31 March 2016.  In short, the answer to whether or not birth 

mothers’ consent is required is, no.   

[5] Section 17 Adoption Act 1955 applies.  Where a person has been adopted in 

any place outside of New Zealand (as is the case here with Zed having been adopted 

in [name of country deleted]) according to the law of that place, subject to the 

provisions of s 17(2) of the Act, the adoption shall have the same effect as an 

adoption order validly made in New Zealand.  The legal effect of an adoption order 

made in this country is that the rights of the adoptive parents become superior and 

indeed replace any rights of the natural parent.  I am satisfied that all of the grounds 

under s 17(2) of the Act are met, and also accept that having regard to the relevant 

portions of the [location deleted] law, that their law is essentially the same as the 

New Zealand law.   

[6] In essence then, Mr Kyler and Mr Lawson being the adoptive parents, are the 

only ones that must give their consent to this adoption and that consent is duly given. 

[7] There is a s 10 report from a Social Worker with the New Zealand Adoption 

Unit that is supportive of this application being granted.  I agree with the assessment 



 

 

that the applicants are not only fit and proper persons to have the role of providing 

day-to-day care of Zed but are also of sufficient ability to bring him up, maintain and 

educate him.   

[8] I am also satisfied that this adoption will promote Zed’s welfare and interests.  

I had the pleasure of meeting him this morning.  He is clearly an articulate, confident 

and intelligent young man.  He understood in an age appropriate way why he was 

here today and really confirmed what has been reported in the Social Worker’s 

report. 

[9] I note the adverse comments of Mr Lawson in that report in relation to the 

breakdown of his relationship with Mr Kyler, and the impact of that on him 

personally and on his relationship with Zed which is essentially non-existent.  To Mr 

Lawson’s credit he was able to put those adult issues to one side and acknowledge 

the very important place that Mr Hubert has in Zed’s life at this time and will 

continue to have regardless of whether or not the adoption order is made. 

[10] Another point needing to be made is the ongoing link between Zed and his 

maternal birth great-grandmother.  To my surprise she was here this morning as she 

happens to be visiting New Zealand for the month of July.  The link that Zed is able 

to have with his birth family is particularly significant.  I note that his mother was 

just 17 years old when she had him and although she herself does not have a 

relationship with him at this time, that connection will obviously continue through 

his maternal great-grandmother.  The fact that she has continued over the years to 

maintain regular phone contact, send gifts and visit on two occasions now bodes 

very well for the future.  Zed knows he was born in [name of country deleted].  He 

told me that himself today, and I imagine that at some point his fathers will 

reciprocate the visit and take Zed to his place of birth.   

[11] New Zealand is the winner here because Zed, for the foreseeable future at 

least, will get to grow up in this country and will be, as his father’s are, solid citizens 

who will contribute to the nationhood of this country. 



 

 

[12] Today, it is my great privilege to make a final adoption order, being satisfied 

the grounds have been made out for a final order today in favour of the applicants for 

adoption of Zed, who from this point forward will be known as, Zed Hubert Kyler. 

[13] An order will be sealed and served by the Court in short order which will 

then clear the way for a new Birth Certificate to be issued for Zed. 

[14] It is a very long way of saying you have just made my day.  God bless you 

and congratulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

I M Malosi 

Family Court Judge 


